
Recognition
We are currently in Ordinary Time, that period between the seasons of
Easter and Advent, when, apart from the odd saint’s day, nothing much
happens in the church calendar but it does provide us with
opportunities. The liturgical colour is green. Green is a symbol of
renewal, and we see that in the shoots of green growth from the plants
around us. It speaks of the hope and life that each day brings. The
global pandemic has changed our lives in so many ways and the
effects will last for some time, with changing pattens of work and
leisure, education disrupted, and holidays put on hold. However, it has
been an opportunity for us to take stock and seek renewal in our lives
too.
Recent events have set me thinking about ‘recognition’. The prime
minister, although twice divorced, was able to get married in a Roman
Catholic church because his previous marriages were not ‘recognised’
by the church, as they were not carried out under Catholic cannon law.
Although being confirmed into the Church of England while at Eton,
Boris Johnson was baptised into the Roman Catholic Church, from
which, apparently, it is not possible to formally defect, and so is
‘recognised’ as being the country’s first Catholic prime minister. The
ordination of our ministers is not formally recognised by the Church of
England. Conversations, which began in the 1960s and revived in the
2000s have still to be agreed so that our ministers can be formally
‘recognised’. We are finding out that many organisations have not
‘recognised’ the racism, homophobia, Islamophobia, anti-Semitism, or
misogyny that exist within their institutions. We should ‘recognise’ that
we are all children of God and that all are our brothers and sisters.
We should behave to them accordingly.
The gospel reading from Mark for this Sunday, is about Jesus calming
the storm. A familiar passage about the disciples being frightened by a
sudden squall. Alerting Jesus, who was asleep in the stern after a
tiring day, he stilled the storm and called them cowardly and accused
them of lacking in faith. They were amazed at Jesus’s action but
despite witnessing earlier curing miracles they still did not ‘recognise’
his power and its source. As the hymn says, ‘All hail the power of
Jesu’s name! Let angels prostrate fall’.
Nigel Hardwick, District Policy Consultation Rep.
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FOR SUNDAY 20 JUNE
1 Samuel 17:(1a, 4-11, 19-23)
32-49 Psalm 9:9-20
or 1 Samuel 17:57 – 18:5,
10-16
Psalm 133
2 Corinthians 6:1-13
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Lift up our souls, O God,

to the glory of your

presence;

our minds to the beauty

of your being

and our hearts to the

purity of your love;

now and for ever.

Amen.
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20 JUNE Mark 4:35 - 41 Revd Tony deBoltz
In this passage Mark switches the narrative from Jesus teaching
about the Kingdom of God, to giving his readers a glimpse of
the King’s authority.
Evening comes as Jesus boards a boat heading for the other
side of the lake. Jesus, given the place of honour in the rear
of the boat, drifts to sleep on a cushion. Here is respite from the
needs of the crowd. A break from the subversive undercurrent
of the Scribes and Pharisees trying to neutralise their perceived
threat of Jesus ministry.

A peaceful picture: the sun setting on the lake turning to purple and pink twilight. But the Sea
is subject to sudden squalls and storms. When the cold eastern wind drops down off the
mountains a tranquil scene can quickly change. The sea of Galilee, some 12 miles long and up
to 8 miles across, is no place to be caught on board a small fishing vessel. Small wonder that
the disciples, in fear of their lives, cry out to Jesus! Awakened, Jesus immediately calms the
storm and chides the fearful disciples. Such authority: “Who is this?” wonder the disciples
“even the wind and the waves obey him!”
Who is Jesus? There’s a question to ponder. Who is Jesus to me? For He transcends the
secular idea of “good man and moral teacher”. Surely that alone cannot satisfy our needs.
My Jesus, my Saviour!

Parish Church of St Andrew, Sonning

Roadmap delayed
We may be disappointed that Step 4 of the Roadmap has had to be delayed, so I am just
reminding and updating you on the current position.
In no particular order:

• From 21st June the limits for attendance at weddings, wedding receptions, wakes and other
commemorative events will be increased to the capacity of the space with social distancing
measures in place (which in our Circuit will probably be between 30 and 60 depending upon
the church). As it is now for funerals.

• Support groups and parent and child group gathering have a limit of 30 people
(not including under 5s).

• People at worship can sit in slightly larger groups of up to six, by mutual agreement, but be
aware that doesn’t mean the total capacity of the space is similarly increased. 2 metre social
distancing between singles, couples or sixes must be maintained.

• Face coverings are required by law to be worn in places of worship. There are valid exemptions
for individuals. Those who are leading services and those who assist them (readers) can also
remove their covering when speaking.

• Indoor communal singing is still not permitted. If you hum or mouth along behind your mask,
please do not push this by singing louder than a quiet speaking voice.

• Indoors: a group of up to 6 amateur singers can sing, at the front of the place of worship to
a seated audience.

• Outdoors: When worship takes place outdoors, the congregation may join in with singing in
multiple groups of up to 30. Congregation members should continue to follow social distancing
rules. Congregations could consider this over the summer.

• Where food or drink (‘consumables’) are essential to the act of worship, they can be used.
At present I am still recommending the use of the sealed units so that both ministers and
congregations feel safe. (Even in our relatively safe area of Ryedale we need to be sensitive
to those who are nervous of open bread and wine).

We are currently planning Rev Ken’s farewell at Helmsley, our thinking is that a maximum
of 60 people can be accommodated in the building, therefore we suggest that Ken’s section
of churches have priority, we hope to Zoom or live stream the service so others can access
it at home.
Rev Peter 14th June 2021
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